Human power m its own end —Karl Marx
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WORKSHOP . - . New challenges to global capital
saying 'no'saves a life in Latin American battle of ideas
byHtunLin
In February, Gov. Schwarzenegger, in the last appeal
for death row inmate Michael Morales, decided he
should die. Morales was convicted in 1983 of the brutal
rape and murder of a teenage girl. His execution would
add to a long list of those who perished since California
revived the death penalty.
Executions at San Quentin State Prison had been
conducted cleanly and swiftly, without much incident,
before Morales. There were, of course, the vigils of several hundred to perhaps a few thousand outside the
gates. Bearing witness to yet another state sanctioned
murder, these vigils remind the rest of society of the
uncivilized basis of our "civilization."
DEATH CHAMBER NO-SHOW
In contrast to the noisy demonstration outside,
inside the death chamber a quiet routine unfolds
methodically. The journalists, the state officials, the
families of the victims all know their proper places.
This time, however, the court mandated an additional
licensed professional, an anesthesiologist.
Even the condemned knew his role. He knew to
climb onto the deathbed, which eerily resembled a hospital gurney, where he would be strapped in. As the
needle was inserted into his veins, perhaps he would
remember the" gratitude he felt toward another health
worker when a similar needle delivered a cure for a
serious infection—the kind of gratitude I am reminded
of by all the "thank you" notes patients leave behind in
the hospital where I work.
Morales' execution never took place. The health
worker never showed up. The American Medical Association (AMA) didn't give him the blessing to do so.
This "non event" was headline news around the world.
This time there was no autopsy. Instead, the examination was of the body politic and American "civilization"
Continued on page 3

BLACK/RED
'Covenant1 cannot
overcome crises
by John Alan
Over 2,000 people in Oakland and another 1,000 in
San Francisco came out on March 4 to meetings promoting a new book edited by Tavis Smiley, Covenant
with Black America, now a bestseller. A leading Black
intellectual, Cornel West, heralded these meetings as a
possible starting point, for a new mass movement.
Covenant grew out of a panel discussion of 23 prominent Black politicians, academics, community activists
and religious leaders that took place in February of
2005 in Atlanta. It was called State of the Black Union.
The panel sent out an appeal asking what people
thought were the most crucial problems facing Black
America. The response was deep and wide. This input
was then compiled into ten chapters of Covenant, each
of which focuses on one issue. The tremendous
response to this appeal, reflected in the initial input
and in sales of the resulting book as well as mass outpourings for this tour, shows the depth of the crisis in
Black America. Some of the pressing problems
Covenant covers are the right to health care and well
being, the right to educational opportunities where
everyone can achieve their full potential, the system of
unequal justice and environmental justice.
.^ This effort comes from a range of Black politicians
and academics who rose to prominence after the Civil
Rights Movement. Ron Delluffls, who addressed the
Continued on page 8
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by Peter Hudis
At a moment when the Bush
administration is facing a quagmire
in Iraq and growing opposition to its
policies at home, Latin America may
not appear to be its central area of
concern. Yet events there are becoming as worrisome to it as those in the
Middle East.
A left-wing government under Evo
Morales took power in Bolivia in
December; a radical who favors
nationalizing U.S. mining interests,
OUanta Humala, is hoping to become
the president of Peru in April; and a
left-of-center government may take
power in Mexico if Andres Manuel
Lopez Obrador Df the PRD wins its
presidential election in July. Meanwhile Venezuelan President Hugo
Chavez's effort to create a "counterhegemonic pole" to the U.S. is becoming an increasing irritant to the Bush
March of tens of thousands opens World Social Forum in Caracas,
administration.
Venezuela in January.
The move to the Left by Latin
then has tried to promote an Andean Free Trade
America's electorate is only one reflection of a contiAgreement, Morales' election has left that in tatters as
nent in upheaval. In Ecuador the Confederation of
well. The administration is responding to this situation
Indigenous Nationalities last month called for a
nationwide uprising to protest a possible free-trade
by accusing its critics of being "undemocratic." *
agreement with the U.S. In Colombia, the government
In February Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld
is being sharply criticized for signing a free trade
said of Chavez: "He's a person who was elected legally
agreement with the U.S. in late February that may
just as Hitler was elected legally and then consolidatthrow 2.5 million Colombians out of work once tariffs
ed power and is now, of course, working with Castro
are lifted on U.S. agricultural imports.
and Morales. It concerns me." Director of National
Intelligence John Negroponte (ambassador to HonFrom Mexico to the southern cone, Latin Americans
duras in the 1980s when the U.S.-supported governare expressing disgust with decades of U.S.-sponsored
ment murdered thousands of people in Central Amerineoliberal restructuring that has sunk 44% of Latin
Americans into poverty and made income disparities
ca) stated a few weeks later that Chavez is a threat
between rich and poor even worse than ever.
because he is "diminishing freedom of the press" in
Venezuela.
BUSH'S FAKE TALK OF 'DEMOCRACY'
Aside from the fact that these advocates of domestic
That the Bush administration's policy towards Latin
spying, torture, and the use of death squads against
America is coming apart at the seams, was seen last
liberatory forces in Latin America are hardly in a posifall when its Free Trade Agreement of the Americas
tion to lecture others about "democracy," one thing that
died in the face of withering attacks by Chavez and
cannot be said of Chavez is that he has ended freedom
other Latin American leaders. Although the U.S. since
Continued on page 10

Sleeping giant stirs in immigrant marches
Mass gathering in Chicago

'I came here for work'

CHICAGO—Some 100,000 people converged on the
city's center on March 10. It is considered the largest
immigrant rights march in the city's history, and possibly the nation's. Drawing participants from the entire
region, the demonstration was a statement that in the
heart of the country, immigrant labor would be heard
and seen.
A march shut down traffic in the downtown Loop
where a rally in Federal Plaza took place. Some
marchers had not reached Federal Plaza, site of the
rally, by the time it ended. The crowd was overwhelmingly Mexican, with representation by Poles, Chinese
and Irish. Participants had heard about it through the
radio, by word of mouth, and through community
groups.
The outpouring exhibited aspects of a general strike.
Businesses had to close or find substitutes for workers
who left to march. Students left classes to go downtown. Attendance at one high school was cut in half. For
employees fired for going to the march, a defense committee has been formed.
The pain felt by some businesses and the surprising
show of unity and strength underscored that immigrants, especially the estimated 11 million undocumented, are woven into the U.S. economy. As one
marcher put it, "Most people don't realize how much
work we do, but it's part of their daily lives. We are
putting up all the buildings and cooking all the food.
Today they'll understand."
A bill passed the House this winter, H.R. 4437 which
intends to overtly stop illegal immigration but, as with
previous measures, effectively disciplines immigrant
labor all the more. The march was a response. In the
same week as Chicago's march, over 30,000 rallied in
Washington, D.C. West Coast immigrant protests took
place in Oregon and California (see page 3).
-Jim Mills

CHICAGO—I joined the march for immigrants. It was
a strike. It proved we have power. If immigrants didn't
work one day, the U.S. would lose millions of dollars.
Immigrants work very hard. I came here for work.
When you don't have documents, it's harder to find a
job and the employers are harsher. One of the people
trying to harm immigrants said the economy is down
because of them. But immigrants work for $6 an hour
and less. In places where there are no immigrants,
wages are higher.
If you are born here and the police stop you, you pay
a fine and go on your way. If you don't have papers,
you're put in jail and deported. Without papers, you
can't get a drivers license to go to work, and you can't
get a Social Security number. The laws are harder for
the documented immigrant too.
The conditions immigrants work under have gotten
worse. Before when the boss wanted us to work overtime, we were paid for it. Now working overtime is a
favor, an unpaid favor. He says, "Can you do me a favor,
and work longer?" and if you say no, he makes a call
and you're fired. This happens when someone can't
come to work, and everyone covers a part of her job,
without more pay.
The union sometimes helps, sometimes not. It used
to be that when you had been working at a job for one
year, you had full rights. Npw it's two years. This
means also that you do not get a raise until two years
ofwork. This is against the contract. I called the union
about getting my raise after a year. The rep never
called back. Worse, a friend was hired as a temporary
building cleaner—for two years. He was supposed to be
made permanent after six months.
If you work second shift, the boss thinks he can
change your shift if he likes. He doesn't ask. He's not
supposed to be able to decide for you. Maybe you have
Continued on page 3
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A look at Dunayevskaya's Power of Negativity

by Anne Fairchild Pomeroy
Editor's note: This essay by Anne Pomeroy, professor
of philosophy at Stockton College, can be found in the
online journal Cultural Logic. We publish excerpts of
it and invite your responses. For the complete text, see:
http://eserver.org/clogic/2004/pomeroy.html.
In Raya Dunayevskaya's The Power of Negativity:
Selected Writings on the Dialectic in Hegel and Marx
{PON), the editors, Peter Hudis and Kevin Anderson,
pull together a vast array of her letters, communications, articles, and speeches concentrating on the
Hegelian Absolute Idea. The collection traces the
progress of Dunayevskaya's interest in Hegel from its
preliminary stages to what can only be described as
her ultimate passion. She is nothing if not intense in
her conviction that it was time to resurrect Hegel for
Marx and contemporary Marxism. The Hegelian Idea
was one whose time had come.
How firmly Dunayevskaya believed this is betrayed
by the tone of urgency and frustration revealed in so
many of the writings in this collection. She so clearly
feels she is on to something and yet seems unable to be
heard properly on the subject. Perhaps Dunayevskaya's announcement of the necessity of the Hegelian
Absolute came too soon—too soon for what she calls
the post-Marx Marxists who were too captivated by
the new critical theory, too soon for a political landscape still laboring under the misconception that Soviet Communism had proved the wrong-headedness of
Marxism, too soon for the diverse and factional mass
movements that saw in one another only competitors
•vying for their slice of a very small pie.
TIMELINESS OF HEGEL
Or perhaps in some sense it was too late. Perhaps
the extant interpretations of Hegel (and of Marx, for
that matter) simply precluded the openness necessary
to hear her plea. Perhaps other voices had already captured the attention of Marxists. After all, Kojeve was
already lecturingin France on Hegel's Phenomenology
of Mind in the late 1930s.
Regardless, Dunayevskaya herself was, for a period
of over 30 years, communicating the urgency of a
return to Hegel. In one of her letters to Herbert Marcuse, she accuses him of thinking that she is obsessed
by Hegel's Absolute Idea; if such an accusation was
made it may indeed have been largely correct.(l) But
we would do well to remember that those who appear
to harbor "irrational" obsessions today often prove to
be tomorrow's visionaries. In other words, I believe
that Dunayevskaya may have had good reason for her
"obsession."
But the difficulty with this collection of writings is
that the enormous quantity'of material is not systematically linked. I do not believe this to be the fault of
the editors. What is clear is that Dunayevskaya herself
was still in the process of drawing the disparate pieces
of her analysis together. Although she did treat the
subject at some length in Philosophy and Revolution:
From Hegel to Sartre and from Marx to Mao, there is

NWSA Fighting racism
OAKLAND, CAL—The organizers of the National
Women's Studies Association's (NWSA), Women of
Color Caucus and Anti-Racist Workshop were thrilled
at the turnout of over 30 women at their all-day workshop in January, "Stop Dreaming, Keep Working."
Organizer Pat Washington is a fighter for Black women
in academia through her own struggle against San
Diego State University (see www.patwashington.org).
This was the fourth annual workshop co-sponsored
by both groups. It started out as "stop dreaming, start
working," as in stop dreaming about ending racism and
start working on it. It has been titled "stop dreaming,
keep working" since its second year. This year they had
a professional anti-racism educator, Shakti Butler, who
gave a workshop on "making whiteness visible." It was
mostly her talking, so none of us got to know what others in the room were thinking and doing. She imparted
her words of wisdom and we were supposed to exercise
them on our own after she left.
At lunch, Betita Martinez gave a very "left" talk:
Everything you know is exactly backwards-, this country is not founded on freedom and democracy, it is
founded on genocide, slavery and the land grab from
Mexico. No one would disagree, yet her talk gave no
"founding" status to any form of resistance except to
say that it has always been great.
An aspect of NWSA history that came up was how, at
the 1990 Akron, Ohio NWSA Conference, the women of
color and their white allies—including several N&L
members—walked out (see "Racism splinters women's
conference," July 1990 N&L). Since then it has been a
secret everybody knew, but no one talked about, and a
dread. So NWSA is now trying to say what happened,
what the organization learned, and in what way it has
changed. Unfortunately, that part of the agenda got
postponed until the general meeting in June. Clearly,
there is much more that needs to be done on the subject of "Stop Dreaming, Keep Working, and Start
Dreaming Again."
—Urszula Wislanka

new material here which requires consideration and
integration. In PON, we are left, then, with a fascinating landscape of provocative fragments which I think
require a more systematic restructuring in order to
make clear the connections between them.
What seems to me especially necessary is to get
Dunayevskaya's Hegel back to Marx—in other words,
to close the circle and, in so doing, to connect the pieces
into a solid edifice. How much Dunayevskaya herself
would approve of the reconstruction I undertake I cannot know. I suspect that I may, in the final analysis,
emphasize the immanence of the Idea more than she
would care to. But tKis and other features will remain
open to debate.
"WHY MARX, W H Y NOW? 1
The title of this essay, "Why Marx, Why Now?" clearly plays on the question that opened Philosophy and
Revolution—"Why Hegel? Why Now?" And it is meant
to indicate the contention of my work here: that we do
not really understand Hegel for Marx until we return
to Marx.
In other words, the two questions elide. In Hegel,
Dunayevskaya found the answers to her questions

South Dakota tragedy

Protests in South Dakota against the abortion ban
The religious Right in the U.S. knew exactly why
their leader, George W. Bush, nominated and manipulated the recent approval of misogynists John Roberts
and Samuel Alito to the U.S. Supreme Court. Now their
plan begins...
South Dakota's Republican Governor Michael
Rounds recently signed into law a bill banning all
abortions in the state except those necessary to save a
woman's life. South Dakota doctors wouloj face five
years in prison for performing an abortion. The ban is
set to take effect in July unless—as ban supporters
hope—it is challenged and ends up in the increasingly
right-wing U.S. Supreme Court, and results in the
reversal of Roe v. Wade.
In response, on the day after International Women's
Day, hundreds of abortion rights supporters rallied in
front of the federal courthouse in Sioux Falls, S.D., as
motorists honked their support. Abortion rights advocates reported a flood of donations, volunteers and
membership requests since the ban was passed.
But the Right's plan to destroy any control women
have of their own bodies does not end in South Dakota.
Ten other states are considering widespread bans,
most in the South. This growing attack on women's
rights here is in contrast with legislation in 15 countries in the last ten years which has relaxed abortion
restrictions. But globally, well over 70,000 women die
every year from illegal abortions4
. Re-criminalizing abortion in the U.S. wi 1 be a huge
blow to the global women's movement as well as
women here. We cannot let that happen.

mmm
by Mary Jo Grey

On International Women's Day, March l J, hundreds
of Women i n Black, Code Pink, and othersi gathered at
a military recruiting station in Oakland, Cal., to "Say
No To War." The march concluded at a Women of Color
Resource Center's event, "Breaking Rank: Women of
Color Soldiers Speak Out."
*
*
*
Amnesty International held an online discussion on
International Women's Day, concerning the state of
women's rights in Darfur, with Gloria E. White-Hammond, national chairperson of the Million Voices for
Darfur campaign. Since 2001, she has been involved in
obtaining the freedom of 10,000 women and children
enslaved during the two-decade civil war. This conflict
has resulted in abductions and sexual slavery, rape.
torture, and forced displacement against women and
girls

about the nature of the revolution and what is to come
in or as the post-revolutionary epoch. But I believe that
this takes us right back to Marx—to a real understanding of the meaning of his call for the abolition of
wage labor.
Those who have read Dunayevskaya's other work
will recognize that this entails connecting together the
Continued on page 5

Iranian women beaten
TEHRAN—The peaceful gathering of 1,000 women's
rights activists and human rights defenders who gathered in Bark Daneshjoo (Student Park) on International Women's Day, ended in violence when they were
attacked by plainclothes militia, special anti-riot forces
of the Revolutionary Guards, soldiers and police, who
beat the protesters relentlessly.
Women gathered to emphasize their support of
women's human rights and peace and were charged by
security forces shortly after. The sit-in was silent, with
protesters holding signs reading: "Discrimination
against women is an abuse of human rights," "Women
oppose forced aggression or war," "Injustice means discrimination against women."
After security forces filmed the protesters for interrogations, the women were asked to disperse. The protesters started singing the anthem of the women's
movement, which calls for changes in their human
rights status. When the final statement was read, the
security forces dumped cans of garbage on the women's
heads, then charged the group, beating the protesters.
Even after they dispersed, protesters were followed
and beaten with batons. The security forces administered the beatings in teams. Women and men passing
by were also beaten. Journalists and foreign correspondents were held in custody and released only after
their film had been confiscated.
We hope the international community—especially
women's groups and human rights organizations—will
stand in solidarity with Iranian women to condemn
this violent attack on women's rights defenders in
Iran. We urge women's groups in the region and from
Islamic countries to protest the violent actions of the
security forces against women's rights activists and
defenders.
Editor's note: On the same day in Montreal, Canada;
Chicago!; Dallas; Washington, D.C.; Los Angeles, San
Jose, Sacramento, and Fresno, Cal.; demonstrators
marched in support of their sisters in Iran.

Betty Friedan's legacy
Betty Friedan died in February on her 85th birthday. H&r ground-breaking book The Feminine Mystique, published in 1963, captured what she called "the
problem that has no name," which she defined as "simply the fact that American women are kept from growing to their full human capacities." She was a leader in
a movetnent that made it possible for women to understand that our frustrations, dissatisfaction, and smoldering anger with the limitations society imposed on
us, did not mean we were crazy, or that something was
wrong with us. Rather, Friedan's book was an articulation of an Idea whose time had come and part of the
movement wherein women recognized that something
was wrong with a society that would oppress women
and it needed to change—NOW.
The small women's group I was involved with in
1967 sent a representative to the second convention of
the organization that Friedan helped found in 1966,
the National Organization for Women (NOW). Our
group, which included women active in the civil rights
and anti-war movements as well as students, looked at '
what NOW was demanding—equality with men within this! capitalist society, the right for bourgeois women
to work when poor and Black women had always
worked—and rejected it outright. We were not alone.
Radical women explicitly rejected equality as a goal
and instead demanded Women's Liberation.
Friedan was a founder of several important organizations besides NOW, including, in 1969, the organization now known as NARAL Pro-Choice America; but
she was important to the movement's development, not
only when she was right, but also when she was wrong.
Friedan was so fearful of bad press destroying.the
movement that she let that set her ground. Instead of
rejoicing in the rise of Women's Liberation, she saw it
as a rival and too radical. Likewise, she did not grasi)
the lesbian movement as both emerging from the WLM
and as a new source- of strength and ideas. She so
feared the taunts by anti-feminists and the media that
"feminist==Lesbian" that she Coined the expression "the
lavender menace."
Friedan was able to transcend some of her inner contradictions, eventually coming to embrace the gay and
lesbian movement, for example. The contradiction she
never Comprehended is that women can never be free
under capitalism. Nothing she ever did challenged capitalism or understood the relationship between
women's oppression and the mode of production. It is
why the WLM has to move beyond her. While it doesn't
cancel out what she did accomplish, her limitations
reveal why the struggle must continue—and will.
—Terry Moon

